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About This Content
King Dugan's Dungeon is the game that takes place after Gunthro and the Epic Blunder. Once you've completed "Gunthro",
either KDD or Journey to Rooted Hold is a great place to continue playing.
What happened to Beethro Budkin on his first excursion into King Dugan's Dungeon? Well, mainly it was just the usual
dungeon exterminator's subterranean grind: killing off thousands of man-eating roaches, chopping through tar, guzzling mimic
potions, and generally ridding the King's underground chambers of all vermin that should not be there. But also Beethro met an
unexpected enemy, created lifelong grudges against him, and learned secrets that would later motivate his journey to Rooted
Hold.
King Dugan's Dungeon has been around in different forms for years. It is the original game that started many DROD players'
careers. Now we've upgraded it to make full use of the latest DROD engine. King Dugan's Dungeon now has challenge
achievements, better graphics, new rooms, new secrets and post-mastery area, and complete voice acting for Beethro and other
characters.
KDD features twenty-five levels and over 350 rooms!
To play this DLC:

Start "DROD: Gunthro and the Epic Blunder"
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Click "Play Game", then click "Change Location".
Select "King Dugan's Dungeon" and click "Okay". Now you will see the "DROD:KDD" title screen.
Click "Play New Game" to start.
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Title: DROD: King Dugan's Dungeon
Genre: Adventure, Indie, Strategy
Developer:
Caravel Games
Publisher:
Caravel Games
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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This DLC...I love it! I am so horribly in love with it and I have found my new favorite character in Star Breaker, whose theme I
love a lot as well. In fact, this pack is so good, I had to make a review and show off just how awesome it is. Please make more
like these, maybe a breaker booster pack? =D
My Review for more details and showcasing of the new maps, cards and characters:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=z6QWb9n2WEQ. Most fun I've had in a game in a long time. Love all the unique classes
and the story is really great. Combat is fun and challenging. If you like old school final fantasy this game is a MUST have! So
excited and eager to get any expansaions or sequals.. This is a pretty good tower defence style game. Ther are better out there
though,. Be warned, this game records you movements and sends it to devs. Actually, whole point of the game is to be test bed
for their analytics software, Ghostline. Information about recording is buried deep into EULA so sad day for you if you dont
read long boring texts insted of playing games. Future VR privacy is bright with Aldin Dynamics.. Note : The game is
unplayable on the minimum requirements.
I tried running it on a core 2 duo e4500 2.2ghz + a intel integrated chip of 400 mhz (which is actualy better than the
recommended gpu) and the results were terrible, the game was struggling to get 18 fps and i could not name the experience as
playable. Even the meny was laggy and there was occasional stuttering.
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good game to play. A messy and highly disturbed horror game that tells the story of Joe and his troubled wife. The subject of
the story can be considered to be an important and interesting one but in this case badly executed and therefore quite messy. It's
not bad but it is not good.
__________________________________________

No Not Play this game if:
- You expect the same great story as was the "Cat Lady"
- You want a story and an ending(s) that make full sense
Play this game if:
- You are looking for something gory and disturbed (I almost threw up at the "smoothie" part *urk*)
- You want to play a game with strange graphics and animations that makes you feel constantly uneasy and frightened (part of
the horror experience)

Verdict: 5\/10
. Game always crashes trying to load via Quick Drive. I get routes manly for quick drive. Get this fixed!!!! otherwise, great
route.. This is a fun and unique RPGMaker RPG game.
Unique Stuff
Costumes you can wear
A play you can watch
Fishing
Cooking
Marrying
Buying a House
It's colorful and easy to see. The plot is simple and nice. It's a good game. Press Z when you get to the first screen of the game
otherwise it won't progress. I couldn't figure that out for a while LOL.. I bought two copies of this game - one for me and one
for my wife. Then I encountered a problem that apparently many others have: the game goes out of sync after about 4 weeks in
game in multiplayer. This problem makes the game unplayable for me, since I only wanted to play LAN with my wife. In the
mean time, since it takes so long to encounter the problem, I can't get steam to refund the game.
TLDR: Multiplayer does not work. This is a single player game only.
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